Pest-Proofing Food Packaging
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bag bottoms were prone to insect
entry and needed reinforcement as
much as top closures. Mullen is
helping one bag manufacturer
expand its customer base from
nonfood agricultural products to
food products.
Another packaging problem
involves smell. Insects are attracted
to packages that allow food odors to
escape. Certain plastic film overwraps that fit tightly around a
package can help prevent insects
from smelling its contents. Interior
plastic liners like those used in
breakfast cereal boxes can be
effective, blocking air from carrying
aromas outside to hungry insects.
In 1991, Mullen helped to develop an odor neutralizer that can be
incorporated into packaging materials. He devised a laboratory choice
test allowing insects to choose
between a food protected by the odor
neutralizer or by only untreated
packaging. They chose the food in
untreated paper.
“There’s really no one thing that
makes a package insect proof,” says
Mullen. “Each additional improvement added to the package design
helps keep insects out. All packages
provide some protection against
invasion. But tightening up the seals
and adding a repellent adds even
more,” he says.
Mullen has developed scientifically proven methods to evaluate
packaging materials against insects
in the laboratory. He places 32 to 40
of each package type in an environmentally controlled room for about 3
months. These packages are exposed
to five species of insects. Each
month, the researchers examine
packages for holes and flaws in
seams and closures. Finally, they
open the packages and examine the
contents for insect infestations.
Manufacturers rely on these
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Dry pet food is a favorite
food of insect pests such as
these flour beetles.

findings to improve future package
designs or to conduct larger packaging studies. Test results have led to
insect-resistant, pesticide-free
packages for dry pet foods, raisins,
baby cereals, pancake mixes, and
breakfast cereals for domestic
consumption and export. One
company has reported a 75-percent
reduction in consumer complaints

from insect-related problems.
The food industry is facing
increasing restrictions on pesticide
use. Insect-resistant packaging can
help reduce dependence on insecticidal treatments. This research helps
assure consumers of insect-free food
and protects manufacturers against
loss of goodwill arising from insectinfested packaging.—By Linda

Cooke, ARS.
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Entomologist Mike Mullen checks seals
for signs of infestation after a 3-month
test of consumer-size packages.
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